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America First
N ot merely in matters material, but in things of the spirit.
N ot merely in science, inventions, motors, and skyscrapers, but also in ideals, principles, character.
N ot merely in the calm assertion of rights, but in the glad assumption of duties.
N ot flaunting her strength as a giant, but bending in helpfulness over a sick and wounded world like
a Good Samaritan.
N ot in splendid isolation, but in courageous coöperation.
N ot in pride, arrogance, and disdain of other races and peoples, but in sympathy, love, and
understanding.
N ot in treading again the old, worn, bloody pathway which ends inevitably in chaos and disaster,
but in blazing a new trail, along which, please God, other nations will follow, into the new Jerusalem
where wars shall be no more.
Some day some nation must take that path—unless we are to lapse once again into utter barbarism
—and that honor I covet for my beloved America.
And so, in that spirit and with these hopes, I say with all my heart and soul, “ America first. ”
From a Sermon by Bishop G. ASHTON OLDHAM in Washington, D. C., September 7 , 1924
“ AMERICA FIRST” — THE NEW AMERICAN CREED
Dear Friend:
Persons interested in the cause of international goodwill have made it possible for us to send you
this copy of the new poster interpreting afresh the slogan, “AMERICA FIRST”. If you approve of the
sentiment, will you not hang the poster in a conspicuous place in your library? Then, in order that
this distribution may go on, will you not be good enough to remit to us at least the cost of a single
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poster — 15 cents — and as much more as you feel disposed to send? The more you contribute, the
more widely we can extend the distribution.
As we aspire to place this poster in every library, schoolroom, church, synagogue, office, and home in
the nation, we hope you will consider what would be the best method of making a large distribution
of this finely patriotic declaration among the patrons of the library and through them to others. It
is a matter of interest that the New Jersey Library Commission distributed posters to all the public
libraries of the State.
Posters are obtainable in two sizes (28 by 44 in. and 12 ½ by 19 in.) at $10 per 100, $1 for 10, single
copies for 15 cents. The large poster is printed in red and blue on white paper and is legible 30 or 40
feet distant. The small poster is for indoor hanging and is legible 5 or 10 feet distant. It is printed in
red and black on white antique paper. The poster design, either cross or shield, is printed in red and
black on a card 4 by 7 inches. These are furnished with envelopes at $8 per 100, $1 for 12, single sets
for 10 cents. Special rates are offered on quantities larger than 100. A postcard form, 3½ by 6 inches,
printed in red and black, shield design only, is furnished at $8 per 1,000, $1 per 100, 1 cent each.
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR PREVENTION OF WAR
532 Seventeenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
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